American spelling and usage are given where they differ from British English.
The boo�'s coverage is comprehensive and up-to-date, including, for example, current terms in systematics and the names of some recently discovered fossil birds. It also lists numerous rarely encountered technical terms that could have been omitted (e.g., autocoprophagous, epinagthism, faeder, �leptoptily, monobrachygamic, nalospi, ornitholite, potamodromous, and semelparous). On the other hand, the boo� lac�s a number of common terms that one would expect to find, such as the English and scientific names of families, adjectival forms of all family names (e.g., tyrannid), and species groups of modern birds.
The value of a dictionary chiefly depends on the accuracy and clarity of its definitions. Many of the entries in the present wor� are right on the mar�-concise, correct, and clear. Others, however, are imprecise, unclear, incomplete, or even wrong. Comparative morphology, for instance, is the study of structural similarities and differences in related and unrelated species with similar and different habits (italicized passage added). The aftershaft, preferably "afterfeather," is a part of a feather, not a vestigial feather, and it is commonly present on semiplumes and down feathers as well as on contour feathers. The entry for Humphrey-Par�es nomenclature for molts and plumages lists its terms plus their supposed equivalents in the traditional "European" scheme, but does not explain the essential differences between them. The wrist bones, the radiale and the ulnare, are not fused, unli�e the remaining carpals. Some entries could be improved merely by attention to English, but others need amplification or correcting. It would have helped if the definitions had been chec�ed by specialists before publication, but there is no indication that this was done.
Synonymous terms are given separately with slightly differing definitions, whereas it would have saved space simply to list one with a lin� to the other. The list of sources includes only six cited wor�s, omitting others that are referred to. A list of dictionaries in ornithology and other fields, such as anatomy and ecology, would have been an asset. An appendix lists all the families of living birds (generally following �ic�inson 2003) with their number of species but not the orders to which they belong. 
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